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Human perception of the world is known as a mental map. The mental map is the man's own internal map of his famous world. Geographers like to learn about personal maps of individuals and how they order space around them. This can be investigated by asking for directions to a landmark or other location by asking someone to draw a
sketch map of the area or describe the area, or by asking the person to name as many places as possible (i.e. states) in a short period of time. It's quite interesting what we learn from mental map groups. In many studies, we see that those of lower socioeconomic groups have maps that cover smaller geographic areas than mental maps
of wealthy people. For example, residents of low-income Los Angeles neighborhoods are aware of upscale metropolitan areas like Beverly Hills and Santa Monica, but don't really know how to get there or where they're exactly located. They perceive that these neighborhoods are in a certain direction and lie between other well-known
areas. By asking people about directions, geographers can determine which landmarks are embedded in the group's mental maps. Many studies of college students have been performed around the world to determine their perception of their country or region. In the United States, when students are asked to rate the best places to live or
the place they would most like to move to, California and South Florida consistently occupy a very high place. Conversely, states like Mississippi, Alabama and the Dakotas rank low in the mental maps of students who do not live in these regions. The terrain is almost always viewed most positively and many students, when asked where
they would like to move, just want to stay in the same area where they grew up. Students in Alabama rank their state as a great place to live and will avoid the North. Interestingly enough, there are such divisions in the mental card between the northeastern and southeastern parts of the country, which are remnants of the Civil War and
division more than 140 years ago. In the United Kingdom, students from all over the country love the south coast of England. Far northern Scotland is generally perceived negatively and although London is near the coveted south coast, there is an island of slightly negative perception around the metropolitan area. Research on mental
maps suggests that media coverage and stereotypical discussions and coverage of places around the world have a major impact on people's perceptions of the world. Travel helps counteract the effects of the media and generally increase people's perception of the area, especially if it is a popular holiday destination. Everyone
appreciates a good display app – just look at what happened to Apple when it failed to provide it. Maps save us from getting lost, ensuring that we get to places in time, and guide us through complex public transport systems. in some places, they can save lives. Just ask World Vision, a humanitarian organization focused on poverty and
justice. World Vision operates in 100 countries, providing medical care, teaching families to improve nutrition by offering disaster relief - trying to do everything they can to make life better for communities. Maps help with this effort- a lot. About a year and a half ago, World Vision signed a licensing agreement with mapping company Esri to
use its software and online cloud portal. It's about how we better manage the data we collect. We're trying to improve our ability to manage data more broadly and build more transparency with public donors, says Josh Folkema, program manager and technical specialist for environment and climate change at World Vision Canada. Here's
how it manifests itself on the ground: in Sierra Leone, World Vision has mapped public health clinics, collecting data using GPS, phone cameras and questionnaires, and then uploading information to its geographic information system (GIS) in the cloud. GIS found patterns, showed areas that need better clinic health services, and offered
new questions for policymakers (i.e. why public health centers with more cash and large populations nearby have fewer staff than centers serving fewer populations?). In Tanzania, World Vision builds maps superimposed with a range of data points, including health, economic and social indicators. A partnership with a service called
iForms, which allows users to create electronic forms, allowed ground workers to collect data about these metrics in a field with electronic tablets before uploading them to GIS. As soon as I left the field, I was getting daily updates about the data being collected. I didn't need to wait six months for the paper to be transferred before entering
the data, the database says Folkema.So far away, World Vision hasn't made any big policy changes based on its maps, but we recognize the power, folkema says. Credit: Christine Blackburn In Every Nation's Glowing Skin Inch Get a SkinCare scoop from beauty experts around the world. Credit: Getty Images Ever wondering how the
French support a certain je ne sais quoi, how do they get older, or how do Japanese women keep their skin so unfolilled? Beauty experts from all over the world share their homegrown strategies. Advertising Advertising Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICKS: Z-22 Absolute Facial Oil ($195; us.spacenk.com). The cover of FX C+
Lemongrass Custom Infusion Drops ($48; sephora.com)Women in the UK tend not to be grocery bins: British women come to trust certain products and stick to simple regimes that work for their skin, says Marco Lance, MD, a cosmetic surgeon in London. Maybe that's why they turn to skin enhancers, the oils struggling with wrinkles they
drop in their part and the true moisturiser to optimize the benefits without disrupting their routine, says Jessica Perfect, chief buyer of Space NK UK. Active ingredients - classic classics like retinol and vitamin C - so potent that barrier-safe ingredients such as fatty acids and keramides are often added to compensate for the likelihood of
irritation, Dr Lance notes. Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICK: Primera Essential Massage Cream ($34; insiderbeauty.com)Korean women don't look at skincare as a chore - they don't just slapping things on the skin, says Charlotte Cho, a licensed aesthetician in New York and co-founder of Soko Glam, a website dedicated to Kbeauty. A key part of their multi-sleep routine is facial massage, and many use topical massage creams instead of standard moisturiser. The goal: to create sliding movements that both stimulate blood circulation for a healthy flow and drain toxins for a smaller ply. To use, start by warming up your hands - Koreans believe that cold hands
don't help the product fully absorb, believes Angela Kim, founder of Korean e-tailer Insider Beauty. Then tap the product on the face with your palms (not your fingertips). Starting with your fores, use your racks to push - not pull - up and out to your temples. Next, follow your racks up the sides of the nose to the top of the forehead, then
around the perimeter of the face and along the sides of the neck. Gently massage under the eyes pointer and middle fingertips, from the inner to the open corners. Advertising Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICK: Sol De Janeiro Brazilian Bum Bum Cream ($50; sephora.com)On the beaches of Brazil, it's all about mining (see: Brazilian
swimwear models Gisele Bündchen and Adriana Lima). To strengthen mascara, Brazilians have long been gutted by a local Amazonian plant called guarana for its seeds, which contains twice the amount of caffeine found in coffee beans. Caffeine is thought to penetrate the skin for a temporary loose and taut effect, explains Constantino
Mendieta, MD, a cosmetic surgeon in Miami. Models have been soaking in coffee grounds for years, says dermatologist Elizabeth Tanzi, MD, director of Capital Laser and Skin Care in Chevy Chase, Md. Happily ever after, you can find guarana extract in Brazilian bom creams that have been made their way in state. Firmly massage
cream into the skin consistently during the week leading up to the bikini reveal. Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICKS: La Roche-Pose Chicaplast Baume B5 ($15; target.com). Avène Trixera+ Selectoise Emollient Balm ($28; amazon.com)French women are makeup-free masters, says Mathilde Thomas, co-founder of skincare line
Caudalie and author of French Beauty Solution. How do they charge that? Focusing more on the health of your skin and less on cosmetology, says Thomas. Take a look at almost any French makeup artist's kit and you'll probably spy on the barrier balm commonly used to healing conditions such as eczema, acne, rashes and dryness.
But the French also rely on it as everything from daily moisturiser to primer to even makeup remover. These rich salvos cover the skin in form a protective barrier against irritants and help restore lipids over time, dr. Tanzi explains. Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICKS: Boscia Bright White Mask ($38; boscia.com). SK-II Cellination
Cream EX ($160; sephora.com). Shiseido White Lucent MultiBright Night Cream ($90; shiseido.com)In search of bright skin, the Japanese once turned exclusively to skin bleachers such as hydroquinone, but this ingredient causes skin sensitivity and irritation, leading to finding more gentle alternatives. Now Japanese laboratories have
pioneered safer, but just as strong, spotted ingredients including coic acid (a product of Japanese sake fermentation) and chamomile extract (a botanical plant obtained naturally). These work on your skin's pigment technique to suppress excess melanin production and help release pigmentation that has already been produced, dr. Tanzi
explains. Japanese brands offer twice daily use; the longer active on your skin, the better the results. Advertising Advertising Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICK: Suave Professionals Moroccan Infusion Body Lotion ($4; target.com)Moroccan argan oil accounts for 80% fatty acids, delivering a dose of mega-moisture. Credit: Christine
Blackburn Those who practice ancient healing techniques of traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) believe that only actual people cannot cure the skin condition. It's important to treat yourself holistically, on the inside, says Laura Kaufman, co-founder of She Essential Beauty and a licensed acupuncturist in New York who specializes in
TCM. While all organs are thought to affect the skin, the main concern is digestive health. Many facial color issues, such as acne and accelerated aging, can often be linked to the gut, says Dr Tanzi. To reheat, a herbal trio called Three Yellows can help, Kaufman says. Treatment includes consumption and thematic use of antibacterial
herbs such as Huang Qin (skullcap), Juan liang (Coptis rhizome) and Juan bai (phellodendron); find them in health food stores. If you're interested in consuming herbs, be sure to see an Oriental medicine practitioner first. For actual use, mix one part of each grass (powdered) with five parts water, apply a cotton ball on the skin and rinse.
Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICK: Burt's Bees Ultimate Body Care Lotion ($10; amazon.com)Baobab fruits from Africa contain six times as much radiant vitamin C as orange. Advertising Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICK: Aahawa beauty-to-age uplift day cream ($79; nordstrom.com)Mineral-rich mud from the Dead Sea pulls dirt
and toxins out of pores without leaving the skin tight or dry. Credit: Christine Blackburn PRO PICK: Fresh Black Tea Age Delay Strengthening Serum ($75 for 30 millilitres, sephora.com)Living crops in fermented Chinese black tea (aka kombucha) help restore skin to improve tone. Tone. Tone.
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